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Welcome to this 
special edition of  
The Knowledge,
timed to celebrate the 20th anniversary of Corker 
Binning. David Corker Solicitors first opened its doors 
for business in October 2000, becoming Corker 
Binning within a year. It therefore seems appropriate 
that this newsletter should be bookended by articles 
from our founding partners. Peter Binning looks back 
over the past two decades in criminal practice; David 
Corker surveys the recent case law concerning bad 
faith in private prosecutions. In between, you will find 
articles by two of our senior associates, Maia Cohen-
Lask and Danielle Reece-Greenhalgh, both of whom 
were originally paralegals with the firm. Maia examines 
a recent Court of Appeal judgment concerning adverse 
inferences in interviews under caution; Danielle asks 
whether the introduction of pre-recorded cross-
examination will operate fairly for defendants. Finally, 
Anna Rothwell and I have co-authored an article on 
the scope of “reasonable excuse” when responding to 
compulsory document requests made by prosecutors. 
In 2003, I responded to a job advert for Corker 
Binning, a firm I had never heard of, specialising in 
an area of law I knew nothing about. One week and 
one interview with David Corker later, I had become 
a paralegal sharing a room with Peter Binning. I 
feel incredibly fortunate to have witnessed the firm 
develop since then – from shared computers and 
handwritten time recording slips in the early days 
to the considerably more modern environment and 
working practices of 38 Chancery Lane. We celebrated 
our 10th anniversary at the Royal Courts of Justice 
and our 15th anniversary at the James Bond exhibition 
in Covent Garden. It is a great shame that we cannot 
throw a similar party this year, but when circumstances 
permit, we very much intend to do so. Until then, we 
hope you enjoy this small 20th anniversary offering, and 
we trust that you, your colleagues and your loved ones 
are all staying healthy and well. 
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A t the beginning of this century when Corker Binning’s 
brass plate was first put up in the entrance to 
National Westminster Bank Chambers opposite 

the Royal Courts of Justice, the Lord Chancellor, a member 
of the Cabinet, still had a say in the appointment of senior 
judges and could sit in a judicial capacity. Lord Irvine, the then 
incumbent of that ancient office, had exercised his right to 
sit as a member of the Appellate Committee of the House 
of Lords. This was never to happen again. The debate on 
separation of powers gathered pace, leading eventually to the 
abolition of the judicial functions of the House of Lords, the 
creation of the Supreme Court, major reform of the office 
of Lord Chancellor, the creation of the Ministry of Justice and 
the independent Judicial Appointments Commission. 

During the decade of great political and constitutional 
manoeuvrings that led to the Constitutional Reform Act 2005, 
which finally came into force on 1 October 2009, major US 
fraud cases such as Enron and WorldCom were unfolding.  
The NatWest Three fought a highly publicised extradition 
battle. The global accounting firm Arthur Andersen collapsed, 
and a controversial tax shelter scheme later threatened the 
existence of KPMG.  Guantanamo was established as a legal 
black hole. Meanwhile, Corker Binning was busy establishing 
itself in an increasingly active market for criminal and 
regulatory litigators who understood the importance 
of working closely with international colleagues in the 
US, Europe and elsewhere on the large-scale cross-
border investigations and prosecutions that were 
now developing. One of the firm’s first cases involved 
negotiating a US plea bargain for our client in the major 
US cartel investigation in which the Chief Executive of 
the company, Ian Norris, became the first and only person 
ever to bring an appeal to the House of Lords and 
the Supreme Court in the same proceedings.  

Extradition to Russia as well as the US was a 
very active area of practice from the earliest 
days of the firm. With the arrest of Mikhail 
Khodorkovsky in October 2003, a cycle of 
“political” extradition cases began, starting 

Peter Binning 
Partner

YEARS 
ON 
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in February 2010 relating to the notorious Saudi Al-Yamamah 
contract. The SFO had to content itself with a plea relating 
to a much less significant Tanzanian contract. The SFO later 
won a landmark challenge in the House of Lords about its 
decision to drop the Al-Yamamah aspect of the case after the 
UK government warned its director of dangers to national 
security should it continue.

Those cases and others driven forward by a new, bold and 
highly controversial Director of the SFO, Richard Alderman, 
led eventually to the UK Bribery Act 2010 with its unique 
failure to prevent model, later extended to domestic and 
international tax evasion but not, as yet, to fraud generally. 
A global investigations industry was developing. The financial 
crisis of 2008 generated a formidable drive to pursue huge 
corporate financial settlements and to prosecute individuals, 
usually more junior traders. Cross-border regulatory or 
prosecutorial resolutions for companies desperate to 
avoid protracted and uncertain litigation with regulators 
and prosecutors became commonplace, particularly in the 
LIBOR, EURIBOR and FX cases. The advance of the US 
Department of Justice towards a role as extraterritorial 
marshal of the corporate world spurred governments in the 
UK and Europe to look much more closely at their own 
procedures for dealing with corporate criminal offending. 

with Russian requests connected to Yukos and gradually 
extending to requests from other former Soviet states, 
targeting economically and politically powerful individuals. 
Bow Street Magistrates Court was still open; that great 
London court, the scene of so many historic appearances 
from Casanova to Oscar Wilde and Roger Casement. As 
the extradition court moved to Horseferry Road and then 
to the new Westminster Magistrates Court, so the firm’s 
extradition and mutual assistance cases expanded with many 
other requests from all parts of the world – Hong Kong, India, 
Thailand, South Africa, Peru and, in the past year, the first ever 
extradition requests from Ecuador and Mexico. The European 
Arrest Warrant brought new complexity to EU extraditions. 
A whole new chapter of extradition cases is about to start 
next year when the EU transition period formally ends. 

During that first decade of the new century, the seeds 
were being sown for radical changes in the investigation 
and prosecution of corporate fraud and corruption.  A 
small British engineering company called Mabey & Johnson 
pleaded guilty to bribing foreign politicians in 2009 and 
two of its directors were later convicted as well. The SFO 
BAE investigation changed corporate accountability forever 
despite the very low level of criminality actually admitted. 
The case started in 2004 and ended with a US plea bargain 

2000 2001

David Corker Solicitors was founded by 
David Corker and Nicola Finnerty in October 
2000. First office established in NatWest Bank 
Chambers on Fleet Street. 

Peter Binning joins the firm in 
December 2001, bringing the 
total number of partners to 3. 
The firm is renamed Corker 
Binning. 

Peter BinningDavid Corker
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This was so that they could share these investigations and 
prevent disproportionately large fines being extracted by US 
prosecutors from companies based outside the US. The UK 
was the first to bring in a Deferred Prosecution Agreement 
regime and the SFO has now concluded eight of these since 
2015. Other countries, notably France, have followed with 
their own system for non-conviction based corporate criminal 
resolutions. 

Cases lasting a long time have not been unusual. The first ever 
extradition request from the United Arab Emirates lasted 10 
years before judgment was finally given in our client’s favour, 
despite his tragic death after the hearing and the court’s initial 
refusal to give judgment at all. More recently, the SFO Barclays 
Qatar case finally ended in acquittals for our client and all 
defendants over 12 years after the events of the 2008 financial 
crisis. On the evidence of the last twenty years, we will still be 
dealing with today’s crimes in 2030. The criminal courts are in 
serious disarray and fraud is not a current priority in reducing 
the enormous backlog of cases.

Aside from business crime, Corker Binning’s cases have, from 
the earliest days, featured major crime of all kinds; from the 
investigation into the death in Michael Barrymore’s pool in 
2001 to more recent cases such as the Manchester Grammar 

School stabbing trial, and many more which cannot be 
mentioned here. The range of criminal investigations affecting 
young people has increased in recent years. Support for 
victims has improved but anyone facing criminal investigation 
as suspect, witness or victim still finds themselves in very 
unfamiliar, often extremely uncomfortable circumstances. 
Cuts to legal aid will continue. The extraordinary challenges 
of the pandemic and the lack of political will to invest in the 
criminal justice system, means that the next few years will 
be very challenging with long court delays and the threat of 
serious miscarriages of justice caused by underinvestment. 

A new era of business crime is dawning. The large-scale 
corporate settlements of recent years may not be so common 
in the next five years and prosecuting companies in the UK 
will remain extremely challenging. More likely to be seen 
are fraud, corruption and insider dealing cases arising from 
individual conduct in extreme economic conditions when 
compliance and governance systems have been stretched 
beyond their limits. These will take time to be discovered 
and investigated. Much more complex data and crypto-asset 
challenges will face future investigators and they will need the 
resources to deal with them. Just as it was after the financial 
crisis, leading politicians will come under pressure to ensure 
that those who have taken advantage of weak systems are 
thoroughly investigated and prosecuted wherever possible. 

As we look forward to another decade from today’s unusual 
viewpoint, unexpected change is being forced upon us and 
we are adapting to new and, in some respects, better ways of 
working. We will learn from this short period of our history 
how to make the most of the technological advances thrust 
upon us while continuing to deliver our highly personalised 
service face to face whenever possible. We are fortunate first 
to have a truly great team of talented and hugely supportive 
long-serving colleagues and valued alumni. Without you, our 
firm would not have achieved what it has in the last twenty 
years. Second, we are lucky to have a great many friends and 
supporters among our colleagues and competitors in law 
firms, chambers and other professional services firms around 
the world. Thanks to you all. 

A NEW ERA OF BUSINESS CRIME IS 
DAWNING. THE LARGE-SCALE CORPORATE 
SETTLEMENTS OF RECENT YEARS MAY NOT 
BE SO COMMON IN THE NEXT FIVE YEARS 
AND PROSECUTING COMPANIES IN THE UK 
WILL REMAIN EXTREMELY CHALLENGING
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Anyone who has ever watched a TV crime drama will know 
that, when you are arrested, you do not have to say anything 
but it may harm your defence if you do not mention when 
questioned something you later rely on in court. And so, 
through these words, the caution sets up the most significant 
decision a suspect must take when they are arrested, or 
when they attend an interview under caution voluntarily 
– do they provide the police with their version of events 
at the interview, or exercise their right to silence? Whilst 
determining what advice to give on this issue has always been 
a matter of judgment, the principles governing the exercise of 
that judgment have been thrown into confusion by the Court 
of Appeal’s recent decision in R v Black1.

The potential “harm” alluded to in the caution is that, under 
section 34 of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 
19942, a judge can invite a jury to draw adverse inferences 
against a defendant if they rely on facts in their defence 
at trial which they failed to mention when being 
questioned. This means that a jury is entitled to conclude 
that the true reason the defendant failed to answer 
questions in interview is that they had no answer to 
give. However, a key element of the caution is the word 

TO SPEAK OR NOT TO SPEAK: 
ADVERSE INFERENCES AND 
THE COURT OF APPEAL’S 
DECISION IN R V BLACK

“may”. Whilst it may harm your defence if you remain silent, 
not all “no comment” interviews will necessarily be held 
against a suspect at their later trial. Section 34 specifies that 
an adverse inference can only be drawn for facts that, “in the 
circumstances existing at the time the accused could reasonably 
have been expected to mention when so questioned”. Several 
cases (including R v Condron3) have since clarified that this 
reasonableness requirement means that an inference can only 
be drawn if the prosecution case at the time of the interview 
was sufficiently strong as to justify calling for an answer. A 
lawyer advising on what, if anything, it is “reasonable” for their 
client to mention at interview will therefore always do so by 
reference to (among other matters) the volume and quality of 
pre-interview disclosure. 

The police (and other investigators) have complete discretion 
as to the extent of the pre-interview disclosure they provide. 
In a large and complex fraud investigation, disclosure can range 
from a two-paragraph summary through to tabbed bundles of 
relevant contemporaneous documents with detailed covering 
briefings. But where, in a complex case, disclosure is limited, 
vague, and contains no contemporaneous documents, the 
advice is more likely to be that the suspect should remain 
silent at interview, on the basis that, under section 34, the 
“circumstances” do not “reasonably” require him to provide 
a detailed answer in response, there being no coherent or 
properly evidenced allegation to respond to. 

And so to the case of Mr Black, arrested early one morning 
in December 2014, accused of conspiracy to commit fraud 
by false representation between 2011 and 2013. The case 
related to Mr Black’s solar panel business. The allegation was 
that a number of the representations made in brochures 
and sales pitches about the degree of investment return (and 
how that return would be achieved) were false. Pre-interview 
disclosure consisted of a two-page summary of the police 
case. Mr Black was, perhaps unsurprisingly, advised to answer 
“no comment” to the questions put to him in interview. At his 
trial, a number of years later, when the prosecution evidence 
amounted to some 75,000 pages, the judge ruled that there 
were facts that it would have been reasonable for Mr Black 

UNDER SECTION 34 OF 
THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
AND PUBLIC ORDER ACT 
1994 , A JUDGE CAN 
INVITE A JURY TO DRAW 
ADVERSE INFERENCES 
AGAINST A DEFENDANT IF 
THEY RELY ON FACTS IN 
THEIR DEFENCE AT TRIAL 
WHICH THEY FAILED TO 
MENTION WHEN BEING 
QUESTIONED

Maia Cohen-Lask 
Senior Associate

1  [2020] EWCA Crim 915
2   https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1994/33/

section/34
3  [1996] 1 WLR 827

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1994/33/section/34
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to have mentioned at his interview. This ruling was upheld by 
the Court of Appeal, for the reason that “Mr Black confirmed 
in cross examination that he had lived through events and he 
had been given disclosure before the interview”. The Court also 
noted that “there was no evidence adduced at trial to show that 
the prosecution case at the time of the interview was insufficient 
to call for an answer… It is common ground that there was no 
burden on Mr Black to give such evidence. However the absence 
of any such evidence meant that there was nothing to rebut 
the proper inferences to be drawn about the strength of the 
prosecution case at the time of interview”. 

This reasoning is difficult to follow. In at least two ways, it 
muddies the waters of when a suspect can be reasonably 
expected to provide an account at interview. 

Firstly, it seemingly equates the mere fact that disclosure 
took place with an inference that the prosecution case at 
interview was sufficiently strong to call for an answer. This 
is a fallacy. Whether the prosecution case at interview calls 
for an answer can only be determined by consideration of 
the quality of the disclosure (such as the alleged offences 
identified, the degree of specificity, the provision of 
contemporaneous documents implicating the suspect etc.). 
It is our experience that the quality of disclosure provided 
at interview, especially in large and complex cases, varies 

greatly, and it is not uncommon for its quality to fall short of 
reasonably calling for a response. If, as this judgment implies, 
the quality of disclosure provided at interview is irrelevant – 
or of less importance than the mere fact that the police gave 
some disclosure – that would constitute a significant shift in 
the law. 

The implication of this shift is to suggest that unless the 
defendant at trial can explain why the prosecution case at 
interview was insufficient to call for an answer, an adverse 
inference must necessarily follow. This is a novel and 
disconcerting idea, because it seems to place a de facto 
burden on a defendant to justify their decision to exercise 
their right to silence. It also allows the court to abdicate 
its responsibility objectively to examine the quality of the 
disclosure and decide for itself whether it was sufficient to 
call for an answer from the suspect. If this judgment does 
represent a shift in the law, it is therefore a shift which 
disadvantages suspects. 

Secondly, it introduces a seemingly new relevant 
consideration to the assessment of reasonableness, namely 
that the defendant had “lived through events”. This is a 
troubling inclusion on the court’s list of considerations, 
because having lived through events has no connection 
whatsoever with the strength of the prosecution case, or 
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IT IS OUR EXPERIENCE 
THAT THE QUALITY OF 
DISCLOSURE PROVIDED 
AT INTERVIEW, 
ESPECIALLY IN LARGE 
AND COMPLEX CASES, 
VARIES GREATLY, AND 
IT IS NOT UNCOMMON 
FOR ITS QUALITY TO FALL 
SHORT OF REASONABLY 
CALLING FOR A RESPONSE

2003
Corker Binning 
moves from 
NatWest Bank 
Chambers to 12 
Devereux Court 
in May 2003.

2005
DAYS

PRE
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whether it is therefore reasonable to expect an answer. 
We all “lived through” our A level exams, but that does 
not mean it is reasonable to expect someone to be able 
to explain several years later why they underperformed in 
one of their papers. Suspects interviewed under caution will 
always have “lived through” relevant events in some shape or 
form (except in cases of mistaken identity). The suggestion 
that this is relevant to the reasonableness of answering 
questions about those events has the practical effect of 
diluting the right to silence. (The inclusion of this factor 
reflects an increasingly common attitude in the criminal 
justice system that defendants “know” if they are guilty or 
not, regardless of whether they are presented with any 
evidence of their guilt4.) 

Finally, the judgment sidesteps the difficult implications it 
has for the preservation of privilege over legal advice given 
at the police station. If the fact of pre-interview disclosure 
per se can be interpreted at trial as establishing a case 
to answer at interview, the best way to avoid an adverse 
inference is for the lawyer to state, on tape, during the 
interview itself, that the pre-interview disclosure does not 
establish a case justifying a response. However, doing so 
immediately engages thorny issues of privilege. To make 
such a statement whilst avoiding disclosing that this is the 

reason why the suspect has been advised to remain silent 
is to walk a very fine linguistic (and legal) tightrope. The 
Court of Appeal recognised this issue, but did not engage 
with it, stating merely that “Mr Black did not say that he had 
been given any legal advice to the effect that the evidence was 
insufficient to justify a response from him (although saying that 
would have raised issues of legal privilege).” This logic leads 
to the unsatisfactory result that whether it was reasonable 
for the suspect to provide an account in interview is less 
about the court’s objective assessment of the quality of the 
pre-interview disclosure, and more about how convincingly 
the defendant on trial can justify his choice to remain silent, 
including by reference to any legal advice he received to this 
effect. 

The Court of Appeal’s approach in R v Black has thrown the 
law on adverse inferences into considerable confusion. It has 
created inroads into the previously unambiguous position 
that the prosecution case must be sufficiently strong to 
call for an answer before adverse inferences can be drawn 
from a suspect’s silence. Defence lawyers will struggle, if 
this case is followed, to confidently advise their clients that, 
where disclosure in complex crime investigations is sparse 
or incoherent, a no comment interview is likely to be 
consequence-free at any future trial. 
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DEFENCE LAWYERS 
WILL STRUGGLE, IF THIS 
CASE IS FOLLOWED, TO 
CONFIDENTLY ADVISE 
THEIR CLIENTS THAT, 
WHERE DISCLOSURE 
IN COMPLEX CRIME 
INVESTIGATIONS IS 
SPARSE OR INCOHERENT, 
A NO COMMENT 
INTERVIEW IS LIKELY TO 
BE CONSEQUENCE-FREE 
AT ANY FUTURE TRIAL

2005
Corker Binning 
celebrates its 5th 
anniversary in 
October 2005. The 
3 partners are now 
supported by 12 
lawyers and support 
staff.   

4   Examples of this attitude arising in practice include: 
the defence do not need to be shown CCTV of an 
incident prior to entering a plea because they know 
whether or not they committed the crime; or the 
defendant is not entitled to full credit for guilty 
pleas made any later than the very first appearance 
in court because they know if they are guilty.

FINALLY, THE JUDGMENT 
SIDESTEPS THE DIFFICULT 
IMPLICATIONS IT HAS FOR 
THE PRESERVATION OF 
PRIVILEGE OVER LEGAL 
ADVICE GIVEN AT THE 
POLICE STATION
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Recent years have witnessed a spate of prosecutions of 
individuals accused of destroying documents. In 2016, 
the SFO successfully prosecuted Richard Kingston, 
a former managing director of the Sweett Group, 
for disposing of two mobile phones, knowing or 
suspecting that data stored on them would be 
relevant to the SFO’s investigation into corruption. 

The court sentenced him to 12 months’ imprisonment. 
Last month, a jury acquitted Konstantin Vishnyak 

in a prosecution brought by the FCA, 
which had alleged that he had deleted 

WhatsApp messages from his mobile 
phone minutes after his arrest for 
insider dealing. He argued that he 
had only deleted sensitive messages 
with prominent Russian politicians 

THE SCOPE OF “REASONABLE 
EXCUSE”: WHEN CAN 
A PERSON LAWFULLY 
WITHHOLD DOCUMENTS ON 
RECEIPT OF A COMPULSORY 
PRODUCTION NOTICE IN A 
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION?

Andrew Smith 
Partner

Anna Rothwell 
Of Counsel

THE MORE INTERESTING 
LEGAL CONUNDRUM 
CONCERNS THE PERSON 
WHO DOES NOT DESTROY 
DOCUMENTS, BUT 
RATHER REFUSES TO 
PROVIDE DOCUMENTS 
WHEN COMPELLED TO 
DO SO IN A CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATION

and business people, which he said were irrelevant to the FCA 
investigation.

Because these document destruction prosecutions tend 
to turn on their facts, it is difficult to extrapolate general 
principles from them. Indeed, it is little more than a statement 
of the obvious that a person who destroys documents, 
knowing they are a suspect in a criminal investigation, risks 
prosecution, even if he or she claims that the documents have 
no evidential value to an investigator. The more interesting 
legal conundrum concerns the person who does not destroy 
documents, but rather refuses to provide documents when 
compelled to do so in a criminal investigation. Are there 
general principles that determine when the recipient of a 
compulsory production notice can lawfully withhold the 
documents sought? 

This is not an academic question. In this firm’s experience, 
agencies tasked with investigating white-collar crime not 
only remain wedded to the use of their statutory powers 
compelling the production of documents but are increasingly 
prepared to litigate a perceived failure to comply with these 
powers. In 2019, the SFO prosecuted Anna Machkevitch, the 
daughter of one of the owners of ENRC, the subject of the 
SFO’s long-running investigation into alleged corruption, for 
failing to comply with a notice requiring her to produce 
ten years’ worth of diaries and documents. Whilst the 
jury found her guilty, the court only ordered her to 
pay a modest fine of £800, on the basis that she had 
belatedly disclosed the material to the SFO after she 
was charged. Nonetheless, the threat of prosecution 
means that corporates and individuals embroiled 
in criminal investigations – whether as suspects or 
witnesses – should be familiar with the circumstances 
in which they are entitled not to disclose the 
documents specified in a notice. 

Criminal investigators can compel any 
person to produce documents, regardless of 
whether or not they are under investigation. 
The SFO’s powers are found in section 2 of 
the Criminal Justice Act 1987 (‘CJA’); the 
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production of documents held outside the UK where the 
person has “insufficient connection” to the jurisdiction. 
This limit on the extraterritorial scope of such notices was 
outlined by the Admin Court in R (on the application of KBR 
Inc.) v Director of the Serious Fraud Office4. It remains to be 
seen whether the Supreme Court will agree with the Admin 
Court’s expansive interpretation of extraterritoriality, but for 
the time being, certain foreign persons (whether individuals or 
companies) can continue to avail themselves of this category 
of “reasonable excuse”.   

The third category of “reasonable excuse”, not specifically 
referenced in any case law because it is more a question 
of practice, arises where the notice identifies vast swathes 
of irrelevant documents and/or is so onerous that it would 
be impossible to collate the documents in a reasonable 
timeframe. In these circumstances, sensible discussions with 
the investigator should result in the withdrawal of the original 
notice and the issue of a new, more tightly drafted notice 
compelling the production of a smaller and/or more relevant 
set of documents. 

The fourth category of “reasonable excuse” arises where the 
disclosure of documents to the investigator would breach 
other legal duties and/or compete with countervailing public 
policy considerations. This is the most nebulous – and 
therefore most interesting – category of “reasonable excuse”. 
Does the recipient of a notice have a “reasonable excuse” 
not to disclose the documents if the very act of disclosure 
exposes the recipient to the risk of criminal prosecution, 
or necessarily implicates the recipient in the violation of a 
competing legal obligation, whether in the UK or overseas?  

Case law – all of which concerns the SFO’s powers under 
the CJA rather than the equivalent powers available to 
other investigators – provides some guidance in answering 
this question, and in defining the parameters of this fourth 
category of “reasonable excuse”. The starting point is that the 
courts have long acknowledged that the CJA is a draconian 
statute and that the specific power under section 2 to 
compel documents is wide-ranging. In Hamilton and Others 

FCA has similar powers in the Financial Services and Markets 
Act 2000 (‘FSMA’); and HMRC, the NCA and the police 
have similar powers in the Serious Organised Crime and 
Police Act 2005 (‘SOCPA’). Each of these statutes makes it a 
criminal offence to fail to comply with a notice requiring the 
production of documents, unless the recipient of the notice 
has a “reasonable excuse”. As none of these statutes define 
“reasonable excuse”, what exactly does it encompass?1 

We can begin by identifying what it does not encompass. It 
is not a reasonable excuse to withhold documents on the 
basis that they incriminate (or might incriminate) a person. In 
River East Supplies Ltd v The Crown Court at Nottingham2, 
the High Court heard a judicial review of a production order 
granted pursuant to a request for mutual legal assistance from 
the US Department of Justice. The recipient company argued 
that to produce the documents would violate its privilege 
against self-incrimination. The court rapidly dismissed this 
argument, holding that the privilege did not apply because 
the documents were independent of the will of the suspect, 
i.e. the documents had been created before any crime was 
suspected and did not come into being solely by virtue of the 
US criminal investigation. The court observed that whether 
a document should be considered independent was nearly 
always clear-cut, adding pointedly that the “scope for serious 
dispute is limited”. It will therefore be an extraordinarily 
unusual case in which the recipient of a notice can lawfully 
withhold documents by asserting the privilege against self-
incrimination. Because the privilege against self-incrimination 
will rarely constitute a “reasonable excuse”, what does? 

The first (and easiest) category of “reasonable excuse” to 
identify is legal professional privilege (‘LPP’). As LPP is an 
absolute right, recipients of production notices never need 
to disclose documents protected by it, although there may 
be certain strategic advantages, particularly for co-operating 
corporates, in doing so. A valid assertion of LPP will always 
constitute a “reasonable excuse”.3  

The second category of “reasonable excuse” relates to 
overseas persons who receive a notice compelling the 

THE FOURTH CATEGORY 
OF “REASONABLE 
EXCUSE” ARISES WHERE 
THE DISCLOSURE OF 
DOCUMENTS TO THE 
INVESTIGATOR WOULD 
BREACH OTHER LEGAL 
DUTIES AND/OR COMPETE 
WITH COUNTERVAILING 
PUBLIC POLICY 
CONSIDERATIONS. THIS 
IS THE MOST NEBULOUS 
– AND THEREFORE MOST 
INTERESTING – CATEGORY 
OF “REASONABLE 
EXCUSE” 

IT WILL THEREFORE BE 
AN EXTRAORDINARILY 
UNUSUAL CASE IN WHICH 
THE RECIPIENT OF A 
NOTICE CAN LAWFULLY 
WITHHOLD DOCUMENTS 
BY ASSERTING THE 
PRIVILEGE AGAINST SELF-
INCRIMINATION

1   “Reasonable excuse” is a term also used in the 
Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (’POCA 2002’) in 
relation to Unexplained Wealth Orders (’UWOs’) 
and is similarly undefined by that legislation. 
If a respondent fails to file a written statement 
complying with the requirements of an UWO, the 
property is deemed to be recoverable property and 
forfeited, unless he or she has a reasonable excuse 
for failing to do so: section 362C(1) POCA 2002. 

2  [2017] EWHC 1942 (Admin)
3   It is assumed that the investigator does not 

challenge the assertion of LPP, for example on the 
basis the lawyer was instructed for the purpose 
of furthering crime, fraud or iniquity. If the 
investigator can establish a strong prima facie 
case that the suspect or defendant instructed 
his lawyer (even unwittingly) for the purpose of 
(for example) advancing a fraud, or laundering 
the proceeds of crime, then that advice and the 
related communications are not subject to LPP 
and its disclosure could be compelled. See: https://
www.corkerbinning.com/crime-fraud-iniquity-
wrongdoing-legal-professional-privilege/ 4   [2018] EWHC 2368 (Admin)
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Respondents v Naviede Appellant5, the House of Lords held 
that where a statute (such as the CJA) criminalises the failure 
to disclose documents “without reasonable excuse”, and the 
purpose of the statute is to enable urgent intervention by 
an investigator, the requirement to disclose the documents 
overrides all competing obligations of confidence. 

Having extrapolated this general principle, however, the House 
of Lords immediately identified an exception to it, based on an 
earlier analysis of the High Court in Re Arrows Ltd6. The issue 
in this case was whether liquidators served with a section 
2 notice were obliged to disclose documents (including 
transcripts of insolvency examinations) obtained in the course 
of their statutory activities. The High Court held that, in the 
exercise of its control over insolvency proceedings, the court 
has jurisdiction to order its officers and office-holders not 
to comply with a section 2 notice, and that such a direction 
would constitute a “reasonable excuse” for non-compliance. 
That is, “reasonable excuse” can encompass a case in which a 
person is required or entitled under some other rule of law 
to withhold the documents. The House of Lords in Hamilton 
interpreted this to mean that whilst section 2 of the CJA 
overrides statutory obligations of secrecy expressly imposed 
by statute, it does not override obligations arising under the 
general law on the grounds of policy. 

In Omega Group Holdings Ltd v Kozeny7, the Court of 
Appeal developed the analyses in Re Arrows Ltd and 
Hamilton, and provided further guidance on this fourth 
category of “reasonable excuse”. The issue was whether the 
fact that documents had been brought into the jurisdiction 
for the purposes of disclosure by a foreign defendant in civil 
proceedings constituted a “reasonable excuse” for non-
compliance with an order to produce them to the SFO. 
The court acknowledged that, in these circumstances, two 
public interests had come into conflict: the public interest in 
the investigation of serious fraud versus the public interest 
in the administration of civil justice. The court disagreed 
with the SFO’s submission that a recipient of a notice would 
only have a “reasonable excuse” not to comply with it in the 
rare cases identified in Re Arrows Ltd as relating to "national 
security, diplomatic relations and the administration of central 
government." However, on the facts of this case, there was 
no “reasonable excuse”, because the public interest in the 
investigation or prosecution of serious or complex fraud 
took precedence over the merely general concern of the 
courts to control the collateral use of compulsorily disclosed 
documents. In reaching this conclusion, the court noted that 
an important consideration was the absence of any special 
reason for fearing that disclosure would result in injustice. 

5  [1995] 2 A.C. 75 
6  [1992] Ch 545

7   [2005] 1 W.L.R. 104 
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The cases of Re Arrows Ltd, Hamilton and Kozeny thus 
demonstrate that there is genuine substance to this 
fourth category of “reasonable excuse”, albeit that its 
parameters remain unsettled. Competing legal and public 
policy considerations are clearly capable of giving rise to a 
“reasonable excuse”, particularly if complying with the notice 
would result in a special reason for fearing injustice. Indeed, 
there is no closed list of relevant legal and public policy 
considerations. Future cases may well identify considerations 
unrelated to national security, diplomatic relations and the 
administration of central government that are capable of 
constituting a “reasonable excuse”.

One potentially relevant public policy consideration that 
could give rise to the type of injustice contemplated in 
Kozeny – and therefore constitute a “reasonable excuse” – is 
where compliance with the notice would necessarily involve 
the commission of a criminal offence. Take the hypothetical 
example of the SFO serving a section 2 notice compelling the 
production of banking documents held in Switzerland. Article 
47 of the Swiss Federal Act on Banks and Savings Banks 
makes it a federal crime for a person to intentionally disclose 

confidential information entrusted to them while working in a 
bank or acting as an auditor to third parties, and can attract a 
sentence of imprisonment of up to three years. This provision 
(which is not unique to Switzerland) is more than just a 
statutory obligation imposing secrecy, which according to the 
analysis in Hamilton, a compulsory notice would override. It is 
a legal obligation, the violation of which is a criminal offence. 
If the threat of prosecution for such an offence is genuine, 
the risk that the recipient of the notice may be subjected to 
criminal proceedings – and potentially even lose their liberty 
– would provide a strong foundation for arguing that he or 
she has a “reasonable excuse” not to disclose the documents 
pursuant to the notice.    

To support the defence of “reasonable excuse”, it would 
be necessary for the recipient of the notice to explain to 
the investigator why a criminal prosecution is not simply 
theoretical. For example, he or she might obtain a legal 
opinion about the criminal offence; information about the 
discretion (or lack thereof) afforded to prosecutors when 
taking charging decisions concerning the offence; data 
concerning previous prosecutions for the same offence in 
similar circumstances; and evidence that prosecutors had been 
asked but declined to give an assurance against prosecution 
of the recipient if the documents were disclosed. The key 
would be to demonstrate that disclosure of the documents 
to the investigator in compliance with the notice would place 
the disclosing party in real jeopardy of criminal prosecution. 
As Lord Hoffman noted in Re Arrows Ltd, “the protection 
of the liberty of the subject […] is seldom outweighed by other 
considerations of public interest.” 

This article has identified four categories of “reasonable 
excuse” that would entitle a recipient lawfully to withhold 
documents sought by a criminal investigator pursuant to a 
compulsory document production notice. Is the scope of 
the doctrine of “reasonable excuse” any different when the 
criminal investigator compels an individual to answer questions 
in an interview? In what circumstances could the interviewee 
lawfully refuse to answer questions in a compulsory interview? 
This will be the subject of a second article. 

COMPETING LEGAL AND 
PUBLIC POLICY 
CONSIDERATIONS ARE CLEARLY 
CAPABLE OF GIVING RISE TO A 
“REASONABLE EXCUSE”

TO SUPPORT 
THE DEFENCE OF 
“REASONABLE EXCUSE”, 
IT WOULD BE NECESSARY 
FOR THE RECIPIENT OF 
THE NOTICE TO EXPLAIN 
TO THE INVESTIGATOR 
WHY A CRIMINAL 
PROSECUTION IS NOT 
SIMPLY THEORETICAL
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The past 20 years has witnessed a sea change in the 
treatment of witnesses giving evidence in criminal 
proceedings. This sea change reflects numerous advances 
in social and psychological research identifying the harmful 
impact of the trial process on certain witnesses. In particular, 
trials involving witnesses classified as “vulnerable” or 
“intimidated” now proceed on a fundamentally different set 
of ground rules to those that applied in the last decades 
of the 20th century. This article describes the evolution of 
some of the most important of these ground rules – and 
explains how they are about to evolve yet again, with some 
potentially worrying consequences for the defence. 

Throughout most of the 20th century, there were piecemeal 
provisions dotted across numerous statutes almost 
exclusively aimed at the protection of child witnesses.1 
Indeed, the concept that an adult accused must always 
“face” his child accuser in court was dismissed at common 
law as long ago as 1919, when it was held to be lawful 
for a defendant to be compelled to sit out of sight of his 
daughter whilst she was giving evidence about his alleged 

ill-treatment2. In a brief dismissal of the appeal, Coleridge 
J stated “If the judge considers that the presence of the 
prisoner will intimidate a witness there is nothing to prevent 
him from securing the ends of justice by removing the 
former from the presence of the latter.” 

As the 20th century drew to a close, Parliament 
brought into force Part II of the Youth Justice 

and Criminal Evidence Act 1999 (‘the Act’). The Act 
consolidated into one statute the previously piecemeal 
provisions and comprehensively modernised the trial process 
for both adult and child witnesses requiring protection. 

For example, the Act prohibited a defendant from personally 
cross-examining complainants alleging sexual offences and/
or child witnesses in other sensitive cases.3  Before this 
prohibition, hostile questioning of these trial participants by 
the defendant had long been criticised for exacerbating their 
inherent vulnerability or fear of intimidation. This feature 
of the Act was generally heralded as a welcome and long-
overdue development. 

The Act also introduced safeguards to enable witnesses 
classified as “vulnerable” or “intimidated” to provide 
their evidence with the protection of a range of “special 
measures.”. Vulnerable witnesses were those eligible for 
assistance on the grounds of age (i.e. they are under 18 
years old) or incapacity (i.e. they suffer from a mental 
disorder or otherwise have an impairment of intelligence 
or social functioning).4  Intimidated witnesses were those 
eligible for assistance on the grounds of fear or distress 
about testifying.5  For both categories of witness, research 
indicated that the intimidating formalities of being questioned 
in a courtroom, whether by the prosecution or the 
defendant’s lawyers, especially with the defendant physically 
present, was often detrimental to the quality of their witness 
evidence. The “special measures” introduced by the Act 
were designed to remove these obstacles and thereby create 
a more appropriate environment in which vulnerable and 
intimidated witnesses could give their evidence.  

Many of these special measures, such as the removal of wigs 
and gowns in the courtroom (for vulnerable and intimidated 
witnesses), and the use of screens and communication aids 
(for vulnerable witnesses only), were implemented swiftly 
and caused little to no widespread controversy. (Indeed, 
many of these lower impact measures are also afforded to 
vulnerable defendants whose evidence would be assisted by 
them). 

PRE-RECORDED CROSS 
EXAMINATION AND THE 
EXPANSION OF “SPECIAL 
MEASURES”

1   See, for example, section 33 Childrens Act 1933, 
which allows the court to be cleared of non-essential 
participants for the duration of a child’s evidence. 

2  R v Smellie (1920) 14 Cr.App.R.128
3   Sections 34-37 Youth Justice and Criminal Evidence 

Act 1999
4   Section 16 Youth Justice and Criminal Evidence 

Act 1999
5   Section 17 Youth Justice and Criminal Evidence 

Act 1999
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Other special measures created by the Act, which 
fundamentally changed the dynamic of the traditional 
adversarial trial process, particularly of cross-examination, 
have experienced a longer and more arduous journey to 
implementation. To date, for vulnerable and intimidated 
witnesses alike, these include the use of live-link where 
witnesses are questioned in a location outside the 
courtroom (section 24), the giving of private evidence 
(section 25 – in exceptional circumstances only) and pre-
recorded interviews as evidence-in-chief (section 27).

To take the last of these examples, the use of pre-recorded 
interviews as examination-in-chief (section 27) has now been 
in force for many years, to a greater or lesser extent, in 
courts across England and Wales.6  Witnesses are identified 
as being vulnerable or intimidated at a very early stage of an 
investigation, and their evidence is taken by way of a video-
recorded interview (‘VRI’) rather than a written statement. 
The environment, interview technique and lines of 
questioning are all carefully managed. The witness’s evidence 
is or should be taken in line with formal guidance7 (known as 
achieving best evidence (‘ABE’)) and usually by trained police 
officers in the presence of an appropriate adult or supporter. 

Where the case proceeds to court, certain categories of 
witness are automatically eligible to have their VRI played 

as their evidence-in-chief unless they express a desire to 
opt out. These include witnesses who are vulnerable on 
account of their age (i.e. those under 18) and a restricted 
category of intimidated witnesses who are (a) complainants 
of sexual or modern slavery offences or (b) in a prescribed 
list of predominantly violent firearms/bladed article related 
offences (sections 17(4) and section 17(5)). In respect of 
witnesses falling outside this definition, the prosecutor 
must apply to the court for special measures to be applied. 
Where a court is satisfied that the quality of a witness’s 
evidence is likely to be “diminished by reason of fear or 
distress,” it can direct that the VRI (or extracts of it) be 
played to the jury in lieu of evidence in chief. A witness 
then proceeds to be cross-examined live, albeit usually via a 
video-link or with the use of screens. 

After seven years of pilot schemes, 2020 looks set to be the 
year in which the final piece of the special measures jigsaw 
falls into place – the widespread roll-out of pre-recorded 
cross-examination under section 28 of the Act. As noted 
above, cross-examination by the defendant personally has 
long been abolished for certain categories of witness, but 
cross-examination by the defendant’s lawyers is permissible. 
This latest special measure makes inroads into this defence 
right.  As of August 2020, pre-recorded cross-examination 

AFTER SEVEN YEARS OF 
PILOT SCHEMES, 2020 
LOOKS SET TO BE THE 
YEAR IN WHICH THE 
FINAL PIECE OF THE 
SPECIAL MEASURES 
JIGSAW FALLS INTO PLACE 
– THE WIDESPREAD 
ROLL-OUT OF PRE-
RECORDED CROSS-
EXAMINATION UNDER 
SECTION 28 OF THE ACT
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6   Prior to the Act coming into force, this was governed 
(for child witnesses) by the Criminal Justice Act 
1991.

7   Ministry of Justice; “Achieving Best Evidence in 
Criminal Proceedings” (March 2011)
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undergoing pre-recorded cross-examination. Whilst this 
expediency is laudable in principle, in practice it risks the 
defence being unable to cross-examine a witness effectively 
because such cross-examination may occur before the 
defence has been provided with all disclosure to which it 
is entitled. According to judicial guidance, “applications for 
extensions of time for service of disclosure by either party should 
generally be refused.”9 In cases where all police enquiries are 
complete and the prosecution has fully complied with their 
disclosure obligations by the time of the pre-recorded cross-
examination hearing, this guidance is entirely reasonable. 

However, in this firm’s experience, such compliance is far 
from the norm, particularly in complex Crown Court cases 
involving electronic devices or third-party evidence. Recent 
scandals involving police and prosecutorial non-disclosure 
(for example, the Liam Allen case in January 2018) have 
highlighted the potential for serious miscarriages of justice 
as a result of a failure to provide material to the defence 
which clearly undermines the account of a complainant – or 
indeed a prosecution witness. In section 28 cases, where a 
complainant or prosecution witness is cross-examined well 
in advance of trial, the defence will face an even greater 
burden in (a) fighting for relevant material to be disclosed at 
an early stage, and (b) persuading a potentially unreceptive 
court that a witness should be re-examined when that 
further material is disclosed. 

Secondly, section 28 cases will often mean that a key or 
sole witness in a case is never questioned during the trial 
process itself. This is important because it is hardly unusual 
for important evidence to emerge, for the first time, during 
a trial. For example, inconsistencies exposed in cross-
examination between the complainant and a prosecution 
witness. Any such evidence that emerges during the trial 
– but about which the section 28 complainant or witness 
has not been questioned – means that the defence will 
need to make a tactical choice about whether to apply to 
recall the complainant or witness to court. In circumstances 
where an inconsistency has led to a key question being 
left unanswered, the defence may consider that the lack 
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RECENT SCANDALS 
INVOLVING POLICE 
AND PROSECUTORIAL 
NON-DISCLOSURE 
(FOR EXAMPLE, THE 
LIAM ALLEN CASE IN 
JANUARY 2018) HAVE 
HIGHLIGHTED THE 
POTENTIAL FOR SERIOUS 
MISCARRIAGES OF 
JUSTICE AS A RESULT 
OF A FAILURE TO 
PROVIDE MATERIAL TO 
THE DEFENCE WHICH 
CLEARLY UNDERMINES 
THE ACCOUNT OF A 
COMPLAINANT – OR 
INDEED A PROSECUTION 
WITNESS

8   https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_
data/file/553335/process-evaluation-doc.pdf 

9   https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2019/09/Guidance-s.174-FINAL-1.pdf 

was already available at 34 Crown Courts across the 
country in respect of witnesses classified as vulnerable under 
section 16 of the Act (provided they have also been granted 
the special measure of pre-recorded interviews as evidence-
in-chief). Its expansion to include the restricted category 
of intimidated witnesses under sections 17(4) and (5) (see 
above) is currently the subject of pilot schemes at Kingston, 
Liverpool and Leeds Crown Courts, with further roll-out to 
be determined according to the experiences of those courts. 

If previous consultations and pilot schemes are anything to 
go by, “success” or “failure” will be evaluated predominantly 
according to the experience of the witness rather than the 
impact upon the defendant, in line with the stated aims of 
the legislation. 

For example, in its 2016 evaluation of the initial pilot scheme 
on section 28 of the Act,8 the Ministry of Justice interviewed 
40 individuals who had participated in cases involving pre-
recorded cross-examination. Of those, only two were 
exclusively advocates for the defence. The two key issues 
around which the MoJ based this evaluation were whether 
pre-recorded cross-examination improved the witness’s 
recall of relevant events and whether it improved the 
witness’s experience of the court process. The evaluation 
concluded that the potential disadvantages of using pre-
recorded cross-examination were that (a) a witness could be 
recalled in the event of new information emerging, (b) a jury 
could feel distanced from a witness’s evidence and therefore 
less likely to convict, and (c) the police and prosecutor could 
seek to bolster their case between the recording of the 
cross-examination and the beginning of the rest of the trial. 

Other than this last perceived disadvantage, the evaluation 
largely ignored the impact of pre-recorded cross-examination 
on the defendant’s perception of fairness. This was a missed 
opportunity, as this latest special measure has the potential, if 
misused, to damage the integrity of the trial process. 

Firstly, the impact of a section 28 designation is that the 
pre-trial process becomes geared towards expediency. The 
priority is achieving certainty and finality for the witness 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/553335/process-evaluation-doc.pdf
https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Guidance-s.174-FINAL-1.pdf
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of an answer could foster reasonable doubt in the minds 
of the jury, thereby increasing the chances of an acquittal. 
However, where the defence consider that a question 
must be answered in order for the proceedings to retain 
their fairness, they risk the perception of aggression or 
heavy-handedness in bringing a vulnerable person to court 
unexpectedly. Whilst a jury, properly directed by a judge, 
should be required to put aside any negative inference from 
this course of action, it is difficult to properly assess the 
impact this could have on their perception of the defendant. 

Finally, the section 28 cross-examination hearing will mark 
the first day of trial, despite it being many weeks or months 
in advance of the rest of the case being heard. This is crucial 
for sentencing, as the sentencing credit available for a guilty 
plea is deemed all but lost as soon as the trial commences. 
A defendant may receive a one-third discount for a guilty 
plea at the first opportunity, which is generally the first court 
appearance, but this reduces in increments until the first day 
of trial, at which point a one-tenth discount is available. A 
section 28 cross-examination hearing therefore places indirect 
pressure on a defendant to plead guilty at an earlier point in 
time in order to gain the maximum sentence reduction. The 
real-life impact of this reduction cannot be overstated. 

It remains to be seen how the courts will deal with cases 
in which disclosure of material which undermines the 
prosecution case – or which assists the defence case – 
emerges following the pre-recorded cross-examination. 
Likewise, how an already overstretched criminal justice 
system can be expected to cope with an increased number 
of cases requiring strict timetabling and greater adherence 
to fixed directions. The courts are already creaking under 
the weight of a vast caseload that far pre-dates, but has been 
exacerbated by the coronavirus pandemic. The introduction 
of the final piece of the special measures jigsaw, which will 
achieve the valuable aim of protecting many vulnerable and 
intimidated complainants and witnesses, will add yet another 
strain to the criminal justice system, and will place an even 
greater burden on investigators and prosecutors to ensure 
the integrity of the trial process.  

THE INTRODUCTION OF THE 
FINAL PIECE OF THE SPECIAL 
MEASURES JIGSAW, WHICH WILL 
ACHIEVE THE VALUABLE AIM OF 
PROTECTING MANY VULNERABLE 
AND INTIMIDATED COMPLAINANTS 
AND WITNESSES, WILL ADD 
YET ANOTHER STRAIN TO THE 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM, AND 
WILL PLACE AN EVEN GREATER 
BURDEN ON INVESTIGATORS AND 
PROSECUTORS TO ENSURE THE 
INTEGRITY OF THE TRIAL PROCESS
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Until recently, private prosecutions were regarded as a 
curious legal backwater. Successive official reviews of our 
criminal justice system at most made passing reference to 
the power to prosecute in the name of and for the benefit 
of society being available to anyone. But as with Pompeii, 
an unremarkable Roman market town nestled in the Bay of 
Naples, something big suddenly happened which preserved 
its name for posterity. For private prosecutions its Mount 
Vesuvius moment is the news that scores of convictions for 
fraud are about to be quashed by the Court of Appeal, all 
of which had been sought and obtained by the Post Office 
acting as a private prosecutor. 

This article concerns not this eruption but some of its waves 
or ripples. It is too early to tell exactly how Parliament and/
or the Ministry of Justice will react although intervention by 
both or either is almost inevitable. Reaction however is likely 
to stop short of abolishing everybody’s right to prosecute. 
Instead it will probably seek to qualify that right by imposing 
conditions making it harder to exercise. So, in contrast 
to Pompeii, which did not survive its existential crisis, 
continuance of the right, one absent in virtually every other 
jurisdiction, seems assured. The title chosen by the House 
of Commons Justice Committee “Private Prosecutions: 

Safeguards”1 for its report published at the end of 
September sums it up; this group of MPs call for a 
new legal framework which toughens the safeguards 
against abuse but believes that once sufficiently 
regulated private prosecutions benefit society. 

During the summer the common law was 
not supine in the face of the falling ash. The 

BAD FAITH IN PRIVATE 
PROSECUTIONS?

Administrative Court delivered three judgments all 
concerning when a private prosecution is or should be 
vitiated by the prosecutor’s improper motive. To add to 
this trio, there was in July an important judgment in the 
Commercial Court which despite not being concerned 
with a private prosecution provided valuable guidance as 
to the conduct of this type of litigation. In its report the 
Justice Committee decided that extant judicially imposed 
constraints were effective and none of its recommendations 
propose altering the common law in relation to a 
prosecutor’s motivation. 

In contrast to a tort, a crime is said to be an offence against 
the state or the public. It is not a private wrong and a citizen 
who resorts to a prosecution of another’s conduct that they 
perceive amounts to a criminal offence must therefore do so 
in the name and on behalf of the state, Regina. Concomitant 
with this doctrine is the requirement that a citizen who opts 
to prosecute another must act in the public interest and 
not use the criminal court process as a means to obtain a 
personal advantage other than the satisfaction derived from 
having righted a wrong. 

As war correspondents often say, the reality on the ground 
is different. The above requirement is more honoured in 
the breach. If it were honoured there would seldom be any 
private prosecutions and the rapid increase in their number 
especially since 2010 would not have occurred. Few private 
prosecutions are motivated by the noble and selfless motive 
mentioned above. Invariably the prosecutor has a personal 
stake in the litigation or regards it as a tactic for helping to 
accomplish a selfish purpose beyond the immediate objective 
of holding the defendant to account. The common law does 
not abjure prosecutions brought for such reasons. They are 
tolerated if not indulged. Tolerated because rightly judges 
regard them as inevitable following Parliament’s express 
avowal in statute that the right of private prosecution 
survives notwithstanding the development of a public 
prosecution service. Indulged because a public prosecution 
which was not brought for the above motive would not be 
permitted to continue.

INVARIABLY THE 
PROSECUTOR HAS A 
PERSONAL STAKE IN THE 
LITIGATION OR REGARDS 
IT AS A TACTIC FOR 
HELPING TO ACCOMPLISH 
A SELFISH PURPOSE 
BEYOND THE IMMEDIATE 
OBJECTIVE OF HOLDING 
THE DEFENDANT TO 
ACCOUNT

1  https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm5801/
cmselect/cmjust/497/49702.htm
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But judicial toleration and indulgence have limits. In a 
common law system, legal norms can be bent but must 
not be broken. This is manifested in an expression 
commonly adopted by judges since the mid-1990s. A private 
prosecution brought for or out of “mixed motives” will not 
be stifled.  It is permissible if the prosecutor is motivated by 
a combination of selfish and public interest motives. But it is 
impermissible if the former is the sole or primary purpose. 
Such prosecutions would be oppressive and should be 
deemed an abuse of process and consequently stayed. 

This dichotomy is easy to propound but difficult to apply. 
This trio of recent judgments considered below is concerned 
with it. Where to draw the imaginary red line which 
delineates when a putative or actual private prosecution 
should be permitted or stayed.

The first, (R) Kombou v London Borough of Enfield2, 
concerned the extent to which a hope or expectation of 
a financial gain arising from the conviction of the accused 
tainted the prosecution. The local authority prosecutor 
pursuant to a Home Office scheme designed to incentivise 
prosecutors to seek confiscation orders against convicted 
accused, stood to be awarded a substantial amount of 
money if K was convicted and then made the subject of 
a confiscation order. There was some albeit fragmentary 

evidence that this enticing prospect had caused the authority 
to commence its litigation against K. 

The Admin Court was unwilling to boldly condemn a 
government scheme that inevitably if not intentionally 
encouraged hard-pressed local authorities to regard 
prosecutions by them as a source of revenue. A motivation 
anathema to the ideal type of a prosecutor acting without 
regard to their own interests and one which on the mixed 
motives doctrine would amount to an abuse. Short of 
expressly criticising this public policy, the court preferred 
to do so implicitly, describing the potential for oppression 
if one suspect was selected for prosecution over another 
because of the hope of a financial benefit in the form of a 
confiscation order.  

The court held that K’s prosecution was one of permissible 
mixed motives because the investigative and prosecutorial 
functions within the authority could be bifurcated. That the 
mixed motives doctrine applied because the prosecutor was 
divisible. Whilst Enfield’s investigators had prioritised their 
limited resources based on the hope of financial reward, 
this did not taint the resultant prosecution because on the 
evidence the person within Enfield who made the decision to 
prosecute, the charging decision, was apparently not similarly 
influenced. He/she had disregarded the prospect of financial 

IN A COMMON LAW 
SYSTEM LEGAL, NORMS 
CAN BE BENT BUT MUST 
NOT BE BROKEN
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reward. (The court then made recommendations to deepen 
the divide between these two functions; for example, that the 
charging decision was only made by a lawyer.)

Allowing this prosecution on this analysis requires a very 
fine line to be walked. Its narrowness is accentuated by 
the court’s acceptance that it would be legitimate for that 
decision-maker when contemplating whether a prosecution 
would be in the public interest, to weigh the desirability of 
depriving the suspect of their criminal gains. K was plainly 
guilty of the offences and his prolonged flouting of the 
town planning laws had earned him a considerable gain. In 
that context the hope of obtaining a confiscation order 
to deprive him of that gain was a legitimate consideration 
in favour of prosecution. It was the right side of the line 
because it did not have regard to the prospect of ultimate 
reward via the Home Office scheme. 

The next case is much more straightforward. A reiteration 
of established law concerning what is an improper 
prosecutorial motivation. It concerned another attempt 
to launch a prosecution of Tony Blair in connection with 
the disastrous invasion of Iraq in 2003; (R) Defending 
Christian Arabs v Guildford Magistrates Court3. This putative 
prosecutor seemingly lacked acumen and subtlety as to his 
intention when he applied for a summons to prosecute 
this ex-prime minister for a narrow offence under the 
Offences Against the Person Act 1861. He made plain that 
his purpose was to extrapolate a prosecution under this 
statute in order to have Mr Blair somehow put on trial 
for war crimes contrary to international law. The court 
unsurprisingly had no difficulty in detecting an improper 
ulterior purpose. An attempt to use a criminal trial in order 
to expose a state-sponsored atrocity and/or to educate 
later generations about an historic wrong, as for example 
motivated the abduction and prosecution of Adolf Eichmann 
by Israel in 1962, did not find favour.

In (R) Wollenburg v Southwark CC4’s prosecution of 
four accused for fraud was dismissed for lack of sufficient 
evidence by the Resident Judge of Southwark Crown 

Court, HHJ Taylor. W then applied, as he was entitled to 
notwithstanding this abject defeat, for reimbursement by 
the state of his reasonably incurred legal costs. The judge 
refused his application, holding that W’s prosecution had 
been marred by his vindictiveness. Consequently, it was 
improper and so he was ineligible for a restitutionary award 
of costs.

W was aggrieved and sought a JR of this refusal. He asserted 
that his prosecution had been legitimate as he had mixed 
motives for bringing it. The Admin Court opted to sidestep 
this question, making a decision on the merits, holding in 
effect that as the judge’s decision was not Wednesbury 
unreasonable, his JR application must fail. The judgment is 
significant not for this reason but because it reproduces 
much of Judge Taylor’s reasoning. As she presides at the 
Crown Court where the majority of complex private 
prosecutions are sent for trial, her judgment or approach is 
important. Judge Taylor is not reputed to be a supporter of 
private prosecutions brought for mixed motives.

The judge did not think the mixed motives test was the 
best one for determining the legitimacy of this erstwhile 
prosecution. For her it was preferable to pose and answer 
the question, was it brought unreasonably or without 
good cause? Firstly, she assessed this by reference to W’s 
correspondence written up to six months prior to the 
commencement of his prosecution. These revealed that 
W’s “predominant motivation was not the bringing to justice of 
sustained fraud but both revenge and to leverage a settlement…
This is no sign of any public interest in bringing a prosecution 
despite Mr Wollenburg’s expression to the contrary.” Secondly, 
that he had not acted as a prosecutor ought in that he had 
not been even-handed with the evidence. Thirdly, as her 
dismissal of his case showed, his evidence was flimsy. 

Whilst the judge preferred to apply a different formulation 
to the mixed motives doctrine, it is nonetheless clear that 
a prosecutor who seeks to use a prosecution openly or as 
an artifice, wholly or predominantly in order to perpetuate 
a vendetta and/or pressure the accused to grant him some 

3  [2020] EWHC 1850
4  [2020] EWHC 1915 W
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advantage, will not be able to avail himself of the mixed 
motives claim. Similar to the attempt to prosecute Tony 
Blair, W was foiled by his unambiguous declaration albeit 
many months earlier that prosecution would be for him, a 
weapon to extract revenge. 

Finally, a case not concerned with mixed motives but 
containing warnings about how not to conduct a private 
prosecution. The judgment of Baker J in Navigator Equities 
v Deripaska5. The case concerned an application by N 
to have D imprisoned for his alleged contempt of court. 
Contempt proceedings are a species of civil litigation but are 
quasi-criminal. This was an upside-down case in that D had 
previously privately prosecuted N’s principal. N pursuing 
D for contempt was N’s counterstrike. Consequently, the 
private prosecutor was the one arguing that the accused’s 
“prosecution” of him was an abuse of the contempt 
jurisdiction. N and D were seasoned and acrimonious 
adversaries with a long history of disputes behind them. By 
last July when Baker J delivered his judgment, D’s private 
prosecution had been taken over and discontinued by the 
CPS. (Interestingly, not on evidential but public interest 
grounds. Here the CPS decided not to let the prosecution 
continue in order to permit a judge to decide if it was an 
abuse of process. The CPS’s intervention was the result of it 
applying only a public interest test.)

The judge considered whether this contempt application 
amounted to an abuse of the Commercial Court and should 
be struck out (i.e. stayed). On motivation the judge was 
excoriating of N; “the contempt application was issued and 
has been pursued by the claimant out of and in pursuit of the 
claimant’s deep-rooted animosity towards the defendant…in 
my judgment that application has been and is being deployed  
by the claimant to vex and harass the defendant, not in order 
to draw serious misconduct to the attention of the court so 
as to allow the court to take its own view on what, if any, 
sanction it should attract in the public interest. I conclude 
that this contempt application is an abuse of the court’s 
process and must be dismissed.” Importantly, the judge held 
that, even if D had acted in a contemptuous fashion and 

so the application was well-founded, N’s application was 
nonetheless vitiated by his own or subjective motive. For this 
judge there were no mixed motives. 

With this strident criticism as his context, the judge 
used the opportunity to advise lawyers who represent a 
client wanting to issue a contempt application. His advice 
was threefold. First he reiterated that in relation to any 
application which is quasi prosecutorial or analogous to a 
private prosecution they should “act generally dispassionately, 
to present the facts fairly and with balance, and then let 
those facts speak for themselves”. They should ensure that 
the defendant is afforded every legal protection by “a 
scrupulously careful and even-handed prosecution of the charge 
against him.” Second, as to the timing of an application for 
contempt, an applicant who delays one in order to permit 
an overlapping claim to advance elsewhere is at risk of being 
deemed to have acted abusively. Similarly, in the case above 
about Tony Blair, the fact that the application to prosecute 
him was made more than a decade after his alleged crime 
was treated as evidence of impropriety. 

Finally, he commended D’s solicitors, RPC, in relation to how 
they had organized themselves regarding the period whilst 
they had acted for D conducting his private prosecution of 
N. A separate team with a Chinese wall between them and 
D’s civil litigation team had been erected. This separation 
meant that when N proposed a settlement of the civil 
litigation on condition that D’s prosecution of him was 
dropped, RPC was unwilling to countenance a negotiation 
which created any such linkage.  

The judge emphasised that lawyers acting for a client who 
wishes to mount a private prosecution are likely to be better 
placed if they have had no prior involvement in any previous 
disputes between the client and the putative defendant. 
In other words, new lawyers with fresh eyes, unburdened 
by the legacy of disputes involving the same parties, are 
more likely to be able to discern the true motives of a 
private prosecutor – and whether the contemplated private 
prosecution falls on the right side of the line. 

NEW LAWYERS 
WITH FRESH EYES, 
UNBURDENED BY THE 
LEGACY OF DISPUTES 
INVOLVING THE SAME 
PARTIES, ARE MORE 
LIKELY TO BE ABLE 
TO DISCERN THE 
TRUE MOTIVES OF A 
PRIVATE PROSECUTOR 
– AND WHETHER THE 
CONTEMPLATED PRIVATE 
PROSECUTION FALLS ON 
THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE 
LINE

5  [2020] EWHC 1798
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